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Abstract

Proton beams provide superior dose-conformity in radiation therapy. However, the large sizes and costs

limit the widespread use of proton therapy (PT). The recent progress in proton acceleration via high-power

laser systems has made it a compelling alternative to conventional accelerators, as it could potentially

reduce the overall size and cost of the PT facilities. However, the laser-accelerated beams exhibit different

characteristics than conventionally accelerated beams, i.e. very intense proton bunches with large divergences

and broad-energy spectra. For the application of laser-driven beams in PT, new solutions for beam transport,

such as beam capture, integrated energy selection, beam shaping and delivery system are required due to

due to the specific beam parameters. The generation of these beams are limited by the low repetition rate

of high-power lasers and this limitation would require alternative solutions for tumour irradiation which

can efficiently utilize the available high proton fluence and broad-energy spectra per proton bunch to keep

treatment times short. This demands new dose delivery system and irradiation field formation schemes.

In this paper, we present a multi-functional light-weight and compact proton gantry design based on iron-

less pulsed high-field magnets for laser-driven sources. This achromatic design includes an improved beam

capturing and energy selection system, with a novel beam shaping and dose delivery system, so-called ELPIS.

ELPIS system utilizes magnetic fields, instead of physical scatterers, for broadening the spot-size of broad-

energetic beams while capable of simultaneously scanning them in lateral directions. To investigate the

clinical feasibility of this gantry design, we conducted a treatment planning study with a 3D treatment

planning system augmented for the pulsed beams with optimizable broad-energetic widths and selectable

beam spot sizes. High quality treatment plans could be achieved with such unconventional beam parameters,

deliverable via the presented gantry and ELPIS dose delivery system. The conventional PT gantries are huge

and require large space for the gantry to rotate the beam around the patient, which could be reduced up to 4

times with the presented pulse powered gantry system. With the development of next generation high-power

laser systems, with petawatt laser power, necessary to reach proton energies required for therapy application,

it could be possible to reduce the footprint of the PT facilities, without compromising on clinical standards.

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

In radiation therapy, proton beams are able to provide numerous advantages compared to the state-of-

the-art photon beam therapy because of their characteristic inverse depth dose profile, i.e. Bragg peak. These
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Figure 1: Figure represents a schematic layout of a conventional proton gantry. The mono-energetic pencil beam (red line)
from the accelerator is transported, via magnetic transferlines, to the gantry. In the gantry, the beam can be rotated around the
isocentre via dipole sector magnets (shown in green dotted line) while beam properties are maintained via magnetic quadrupoles
(black rectangles). It is indispensable to shape or scan the mono-energetic pencil beam for patient irradiation with 3D tumour
conform dose delivery. This beam shaping or scanning is done via beam delivery equipment, commonly known as nozzle, which is
installed usually behind the last bend in the commercially available proton gantries. There are two basic beam delivery schemes
are being used in conventional systems, namely passive beam scattering and active pencil beam scanning, see figure 2 for details.

advantages include superior dose conformity around tumour volumes, better sparing surrounding healthy tissues

and organs at risk [1,2] and may reduce lifetime attributable risks of radiation treatment [3]. In proton therapy

(PT) systems, proton beams are accelerated to therapeutic energies, i.e. 70-250 MeV, via the conventional

synchrotrons or more commonly fixed energy cyclotrons with energy degraders and energy selection systems

following the accelerator [4, 5]. The monoenergetic proton beam of a selected energy is then transported via

magnetic beamlines to the treatment room, preferably, with a gantry system. A gantry, i.e. rotatable beamline

system, is capable to rotate the beam around an isocentre in the treatment room to irradiate the tumour volume

from different directions without moving the patient (see figure 1). However, high energy protons are rigid to

bend, and with the conventional iron-core magnets (with maximum magnetic field strength of about 2 T) the

isocentric proton gantries are massive (>150 tons) and large (up to ~11 m in diameter and ~11 m in length),

e.g. see ref. [6]. Also, heavy support structures are required to rotate these gantries and are housed in enormous

radiation protected buildings, which all adds up to the complexity and cost of PT facilities. The huge capital

investment of about 25 - 100 million Euros (depending on the number of gantries), is the primary reason limiting

PT to only about 50 operational centres worldwide [7]. Huge efforts are going on to reduce the footprint of the

PT facilities as well as the costs by exploring both new acceleration schemes and new gantry designs, e.g. see

references [8–12]. We explore the possibility to utilize laser-accelerated proton (LAP) sources and design a new

compact gantry and dose delivery system based on light-weight high-field pulsed magnets.

1.2 Laser-accelerated protons

Recently, the rapid progress in the field of laser-driven proton acceleration has attracted interest in the

medical and laser communities for its potential to facilitate a more compact and lower cost PT facility [10,13–16].

In laser-driven acceleration, a highly focused high-power laser pulse (with peak light intensity of 1019 W cm−2

or higher) interacts with matter (laser target) and accelerates protons on µm scale. The electro-magnetic field

of the laser pulse initially generates plasma and accelerates electrons in the laser target. This creates charge

separation, generating a quasi-static acceleration field, of the order of TV/m, accelerating preferably protons

due to the highest charge-to-mass ratio. Protons with maximum energies of up to 90 MeV [17, 18] have been

experimentally observed via 100 terawatt (1014 W) class laser-driven accelerators. Although, the generation

and reproducibility of LAP beams, for full therapeutic energy range, are still to be established, the scaling

models predict higher energies are reachable with increased laser power [19] and/or with new laser target

geometries [20–22]. The development of the next generation petawatt (1015 W) laser systems [16, 23] promises

the prospects of laser-driven PT in near future.

However, the LAP bunches exhibit very different beam properties than beams from conventional accelerators,

i.e. they are ultra-intense proton bunches of picosecond pulse duration, with about 1012 protons per bunch

[10,18] and with up to 104 times better beam emittances [24], however, have broad-energy spread (up to 100 %)

and large divergence angles (~5-10◦), and can be delivered with only low repetition rate of up to 10 Hz (this

limit comes from the high-power laser systems). On the other hand, conventional beams are quasi-continuous
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Figure 2: Schematic layout of the beam delivery approaches, comparing the two conventional approaches, passive beam scattering
(top) and active pencil beam scanning (middle) (for more details see ref [25]), along with the new ELPIS system (bottom). In
the scattering approach, the mono-energetic pencil-like proton beam is broadened laterally by physical scatterers and axially by
modulating the energy spectrum via traversing through range modulator and patient specific hardware, such as collimators and
range compensator, downstream to match the individual 3D tumour volume. This scheme is simple to implement and verify, as well
as more robust in treating moving targets, however, limits the physical benefits of proton therapy because of the high doses to the
healthy tissue volume in proximal region and also, it is only about 10% efficient due to the unavoidable proton loss in scatters, range
modulator, compensator and collimators which results in secondary radiation close to the patient. The disadvantages of passive
beam shaping are overcame by modern beam scanning option, in which a mono-energetic pencil-like beam is laterally scanned in
combination with adapting the penetration depth by varying the beam energy delivered by the accelerator (like synchrotron) or
selected by the energy selection system/range modulator (in case of cyclotron). Pencil beam scanning results in higher tumour
conformity, however, with the beam spot-size of about 0.5 cm thousands of spots are needed to be irradiate to cover typical tumour
volumes. Pencil beam scanning is more complex and it is more challenging to incorporate tumour motion, compared to scattering
scheme. In conventional nozzles, it is not possible to combine beam scanning option with scattering, thus one cannot modulate
beam size and position simultaneously, and also it requires a long time to switch between these two options. The advantages of
both scattering and scanning schemes are combined in our new ELPIS system. The spectrally large proton beams can be spatially
broadened via quadrupole magnetic fields, i.e. without the need to traverse through any physical material, while scanning the beam
magnetically. The ELPIS system is explained in detail in section 2.4.4.

well-collimated (divergence <0.2◦) mono-energetic (∆E/Eo of <1 %) pencil beams. These particular properties

make it challenging to adapt LAP beams directly for medical applications with existing PT equipment and

dose delivery approaches. LAP beams require new optimized transport beamline solutions to control and utilize

these specific beam parameters for efficient and precise dose delivery to match clinical standards.

1.3 Status and overview

The first attempt to design a gantry for laser-driven sources [26, 27] used a simple very low acceptance

beamline with an aperture to limit the initial divergence for transport and a magnetic chicane approach for

energy filtering of the LAP beams. For the final dose delivery to the patient, a beam scanning via whole beamline

movement was introduced, in contrast to the prevailing use of magnetic fields. The precise motion of the

massive laser target assembly, along with the magnetic energy selection system, for accurate scanning of about

20×20 cm2 field size through pencil-like beams of about 1 cm spot-size would put critical mechanical constraints.

Furthermore, the low acceptance of the energy selection system resulted in beam transport efficiencies of the

order of 0.01 % [28, 29]. An alternative approach for the beamline was presented recently based on high-field

pulsed magnets [30]. This design had advanced features like a large acceptance particle capturing lens and

integrated energy selection system, so-called ISESS. This beamline showed the possibility to select and transport

variable broad-energetic beams in a more robust gantry formation, with up to 22% transport efficiency. Also,

for an overall compact gantry design, high-field pulsed magnets have been introduced which are much lighter

and smaller in size than conventional iron-core magnets and can provide up to 5 times higher magnetic field

strengths, synchronized with traversing pulsed LAP bunches. However, for highly tumour conformal dose

delivery, it is necessary to shape or scan the beam via specialized equipment (please see upper and middle panel

of figure 2). Such dose delivery system was not included in the gantry [30] because of the fact that beams

with broad-energy spectrum chromatically diverge in magnetic fields used for beam scanning. Therefore, it was

assumed that tumour coverage could be provided via patient-table movement with respect to the beam position.

This design resulted in beams with limited control, and because of the table movement for tumour scanning, it
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was not a clinically very attractive solution.

Thus, an improved rotatable gantry design is needed to control, shape and scan broad-energetic beams for

efficient transport and tumour conformal dose delivery. In this paper, we present a new gantry improving the

previous design (cf. [30]) by a two step beam capturing system and simplified energy selection system, ISESS.

Additionally, for efficient and precise dose delivery a novel broad-Energetic Large acceptance beam delivery

via magnetic field shaPing, Integrated with short-throw Scanning (ELPIS) system is designed and included.

The ELPIS system can magnetically vary the spot-size of the beam and scan through a large irradiation

field simultaneously. Also, it discards the use of physical elements, such as scatterers, modulators and range-

compensators. This can improve the beam delivery efficiency and potentially reduce secondary radiation.

Furthermore, for medical applications, it is crucial to establish the functionality for any new equipment or

design on the basis of clinically relevant parameters. Therefore, we utilized a 3D treatment planning system

(TPS), called LAP-CERR, which is capable to calculate treatment plans for broad-energetic pulsed laser-driven

proton beams on 3D patient data(for details please see reference [31]). LAP-CERR was adapted for the specific

beam features of the laser-driven protons source and the gantry output parameters derived in this paper. We

present one clinical case as an example to demonstrate in principle the functionality of the improved gantry

features by achieving treatment plans of high quality comparable to the conventional PT standards.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Laser-driven proton source

Although, the best understood laser acceleration mechanism is target normal sheath acceleration [32], there

are other mechanisms under investigation [33–37] to improve beam quality. For example, radiation pressure

acceleration mechanism could achieve up to 40 times increased laser to particle energy conversion efficiency

than the robust target normal sheath acceleration regime [38] with improved beam parameters, like less initial

divergence and energy spread.

However, to design and investigate a gantry, it is not necessary to consider a specific laser acceleration

mechanism and to have pre-determined beam properties. A broad set of characteristic parameters can be defined

for the design study and a robust design would than has the flexibility for optimization once experimental data

is known. Target normal sheath acceleration type exponential beam energy spectra can also be employed here

(as in reference [30]) and will not effect the qualitative results. However, we have assumed characteristic beam

parameters of radiation pressure acceleration regime following the medical application studies of LAP beams by

Hofmann et. al. [39,40]. The beam spectral intensity distribution is described, in the ref. [40], as a bi-Gaussian

Figure 3: The blue line represents a predicted initial energy spectrum following eq. 1, the red line shows the same spectrum
scaled down by a factor of 1.75×106, which was then used to generate proton bunches via a Monte-Carlo code, shown by green
line. This reduction is made to save simulation time and computational power in tracking simulations. The shaded area represents
protons in the ∆E/Eo = 20 % energy width, with peak at Eo=220 MeV, which as an example here were selected to be captured
and transported via the gantry.
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Figure 4: The figure shows (in black line) the magnetic field inside a pulsed magnet as a function of time. The rise time for
the magnetic field usually ranges between 0.2-0.7 msec, depending upon the magnet type. However, the LAP bunch (orange line)
traversing through the magnet only require propagation time in nsec scale. The magnetic field can be considered as uniform and
static during the passage of the LAP bunch, as shown in the blown part of the figure.

fit to the simulated results and described as below:

N(E) = No[e
−((E−Eo)/30)2 + 0.4× e−((E−(Eo−70))/100)2 ] (1)

It is assumed that peak energy Eo can be adjustable via laser parameters, i.e. laser intensity on laser target.

Although, maximum number of protons are squeezed around the Eo, nevertheless, N(E) contains protons with

wide range of energies, see figure 3, and an energy selection system is still necessary. A Monte-Carlo code

was written to generate proton bunches with spectral intensity distribution following eq. 1, with randomly

distributed space and momentum coordinates (x, y, z, px, py, pz) within the bunch, with maximum spot-size of

5µm and with maximum divergence of 75 mrad (~4.3◦). These proton bunches were then used in the particle

tracking simulations to mimic a laser-driven source.

2.2 Pulsed magnets

The pulsed structure of the LAP beams allows to utilize high-field pulsed magnets for a compact design.

The magnetic rigidity (Bρ = p/q, where p is the momentum and q is the charge) of the protons with therapeutic

energies require high magnetic field strength B for small bending radius ρ, which predominantly determines the

size of any PT gantry. In conventional systems, room temperature iron-core magnets are being used in which

the maximum magnetic field strength Bmax achievable is limited, due to the saturation of the magnetization of

the iron-core, to a value of ≤2 T. On the other hand, pulsed magnets have air-core and thick current carrying

wires which are specially designed to shape a specific magnetic field region of interest. Electrical energy is

supplied by high-power capacitor-banks. By eliminating the core-saturation limitation, Bmax achievable with

pulsed magnets is mainly limited by the peak current provided and the mechanical stability of the magnet

structure. The pulse duration of the magnetic field inside pulsed magnets is of few milliseconds, however, it

can be considered uniform for the traversing LAP bunches of up to few nanoseconds of length, see figure 4.

The feasibility of pulsed magnets as capturing and focusing lenses (e.g. solenoid) for LAP bunches has already

been demonstrated in many experiments [41–43]. Also pulsed dipole sector magnet [44, 45] and quadrupole

magnet [46] are being developed. From our experience, we have considered moderate field strengths of ≤9 T for

dipole fields and of ≤40 T for solenoidal fields as well as field gradient gq <150 T/m for quadrupoles, and we

use these values as the upper limit for calculating the gantry beamline.

2.3 Requirements from the gantry system

The LAP beams observe initial parameters, like, large energy spread and ~20 times larger beam divergences,

and demand a large acceptance transport beamline system with multiple functionalities. The first function, is

to capture the LAP and to control the intrinsic large divergences while keeping the beam small in transverse

dimensions. This capturing function is necessary for maximum beam transport efficiency [39,40] and controlling

the beam downstream. As a second function, an energy selection system is needed to filter and utilize the broad-

energetic spectrum of LAP bunch generated by a laser pulse, or so-called shot. One crucial point is to keep
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Figure 5: The gantry model (as explained in section 2.4) is graphically shown. The magnetic elements are drawn along the
path length, as used in the model to manipulate the beam properties. The plot on top shows the beam envelopes, red and blue
lines represent beam of protons with nominal energy and the magenta line represents the beam with 50 % momentum spread. The
bottom plot shows the evolution of dispersion functions along the beamline in the default settings, i.e. with parallel beam at the
isocentre without scanning. These plots change slightly with scanning option, see figure 11. This model is then translated in the
particle tracing simulation code, please see figure 6 for corresponding magnet positions on particle tracks.

treatment times short in spite of the low shot (LAP bunch) repetition rate. The idea is to filter the LAP bunches

for specific energy-widths to deposit doses simultaneously inside several spots (or sub-volumes), i.e. in axial

direction (in-depth) by selecting optimal energy-width per laser shot, and laterally by varying the transverse

size of the beam spot (see figure 2). For this reason, we design the system to select and transport up to 20 times

broader energy width and up to 20 times larger variable spot-sizes, than conventional beams. This demands

the third functionality of the beamline, that is to vary the beam spot-sizes for each shot to a value optimized

in the TPS. The last function of the beamline is to deliver doses to the tumour volume with high precision

and accuracy. In most of the conventional systems, dose delivery is done by specialized equipment inside the

nozzle (figure 1). However, that is designed for fixed sized mono-energetic pencil beams. A new dose delivery

and irradiation field formation system is needed to control and implement LAP beams, which is intricate and

complex to design. The whole beamline then should be achromatic and be arranged in a gantry formation to

rotate these beams around an isocentre for multi-directional tumour irradiation. The design and each function

of the gantry is explained in the following section.

2.4 Gantry design

For the gantry design, an analytical model based on first order linear beam optics [47] has been developed

(see figure 5 and 6 for the schematic setup). The initial parameters of the protons generated with the Monte-

Carlo code could be defined by six-dimensional phase space (x, x′, y, y′, L, δ), where (x, y) and (x′, y′) are the

transverse positions and slopes (flight directions) of the particles, with regard to the longitudinal beam axis

z, respectively, and L is the bunch length (defined by bunch duration and proton energy) and δ = ∆p/po

momentum spread (which is directly related to the energy spread ∆E/Eo). This 6D phase space is then used

to determine the Twiss-parameters (α, β, γ), which statistically defined by the protons within the beam at any

given position s along the beamline. A 6×6 matrix (Mo) can then be defined as follows to represent the initial

beam:
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Figure 6: The figure shows the schematic design of the 360◦ rotatable gantry with laser target chamber and patient treatment
site. For a compact arrangement, the idea is to transport laser pulses from the laser system directly into the gantry via optical
lines in to an integrated rotatable laser target chamber, thus omitting the need of heavy magnetic transferlines between accelerator
and gantry. Laser-pulses could be focused on the laser target (red 45 degree thin short line) generating LAP bunches, which are
then captured, energy sorted and transported to the patient site. The proton tracks from the particle tracking simulations and the
individual magnetic elements are drawn along the nominal path as described by the model, see figure 5. The size of the gantry is
2.4 m in radius and 3.4 m in length.

Mo =



εxβx −εxαx 0 0 0 D(s)

−εxαx εxγx 0 0 0 D′(s)

0 0 εyβy −εyαy 0 0

0 0 −εyαy εyγy 0 0

0 0 0 0 L2 0

0 0 0 0 0 δ2


(2)

where, ε is the emittance of the beam, and D(s) is the dispersion as a function of nominal path s and D′(s)

is the slope of the dispersion (further explained in section 2.4.2). The effect of each beamline element, i.e.

solenoids, quadrupoles and dipoles, along with the drift spaces can also be written in 6×6 transfer-matrices.

For a specific arrangement of magnetic elements, a combined sequence of these transfer-matrices (MBL) can

represent the gantry. The beam parameters (M) after traversing through a beamline, characterized by MBL,

can be determined by:

M = MBLMoM
T
BL (3)

The magnetic field strengths needed for each beamline element were determined for desired beam properties

at the isocentre. The intricacies of the mathematical solution has to satisfy multiple conditions simultaneously,

e.g. beam capturing and collimating of large divergences at Eo, large dispersion for energy selection, acceptance

constraints for large δ values, dispersion correction and achromaticity at the end, and preferably with low

number of magnetic elements to keep the system compact and energy-efficient. This analytical model of the

gantry (eq. 3) considers a hard-edge model for magnetic fields and it is important to simulate LAP beam

traversing through the design to establish the functionality of the model. For this purpose, the General Particle

Tracking (GPT) simulation package [48] was used and this gantry model was translated in GPT for tracking

simulations. The main functions of the gantry are explained in detail below.
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Figure 7: In conventional active scanning system, tumour volume is scanned sequentially with individual beams with fixed spot
size. However, to reach a similar dose distribution several spots can be combined axially and irradiated simultaneously with one
laser-shot with broad-energetic beam with specific energy window filtered by the energy selection system. This scheme is called
axial clustering [31, 49] which maximizes the use of available proton number and energy spectrum, and ensures efficient treatment
delivery.

2.4.1 Beam capturing and collimation

The LAP bunches require capturing due to the large initial divergences, to control and prevent losing the

beam in to the beam-pipe. The capturing system must be efficient and capable to keep the beam small and

collimated for the energy selection and further transport through the beamline. A single lens capturing, based

on pulsed solenoid, has been investigated for gantry design [30, 40, 41], however, it provides limited control

over the beam. We introduce an improved two step capturing and collimation system, based on two pulsed

solenoids, for enhanced control of the beam. The first solenoid is positioned, with the beam entrance, at 2 cm

downstream from the laser target and with an aperture of � 2.5 cm. The diverging LAP bunch interacts with

the solenoidal field which bends the protons symmetrically towards the central axis. The solenoid acts as a

chromatic focusing lens with a focal length f−1 = B2
oq

2l/4p2
o (where l is the length of the solenoid and po is the

momentum of the protons with nominal energy Eo). The magnetic field strength Bo is adjusted via provided

current I = 2GBo/µn (where G is the geometric factor, µ is the permeability of the air-core and n is the

number of windings per meter). A 4×40 windings solenoid structure was considered. The focusing strength of

the capturing solenoid was adjusted for a minimum beam waist of 3 mm at 1 m downstream from the source

position. At this focal-spot, an aperture (Apt1 in figure 5) was positioned to limit the proton energy spectra.

Behind this point the beam starts to diverge again and a second solenoid, with the same geometry, was placed

which re-captures and collimates the beam around Eo. In this way, the first solenoid can be optimized for

maximum capture efficiency, by allowing maximum opening angle, independent of the second solenoid which

was then optimized to deliver collimated beam with smaller transverse dimensions.

However, the second solenoid can only be optimized for collimating protons of energy Eo, the protons with

E > Eo experience less focusing-strength and protons with E < Eo experience higher focusing-strength. Beams

with large momentum spread δ values grow in size with drift length, which directly relates to large β(s) values.

The beam transverse phase-space was matched via the second solenoid for the acceptance (A = r2/β(s) [mm

mrad], where r is the radius of the beampipe) of the dipole spectrometer (first 90◦ bending magnet) downstream

for main energy selection and transport. But for the large δ beams, it is difficult to control Twiss-parameters

for compact achromatic transport and furthermore, it is important to keep the radius r large for maximum

transport efficiency, thus large magnetic field region, which would complicate the design requirements for the

downstream pulsed magnets. Therefore, we considered a maximum value of ∆E/Eo = 20 % to be filtered and

transported to the patient-site, which would be a good compromise between equipment design, beam control

and transport, and for treatment dose delivery options.

2.4.2 Energy selection system

Laser-driven sources observe large energy spread and require an efficient energy selection system. A 90◦

dipole bending magnet is used which would provide two-fold functionality, i.e. beam energy selection and

bending the beam. A gantry integrated shot-to-shot energy selection system (ISESS) was presented in reference

[30] which included a 90◦ bending magnet in combination with a quadrupole-triplet. For this gantry design
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(a) (b)

Figure 8: In figure (a) the green dotted line shows the initial energy spectrum of a LAP bunch entering the gantry, the black
line shows the spectrum after the capturing and collimation system for Eo = 220 MeV, just before the first dipole sector magnet in
figure 6. Figure (b) shows the corresponding particle distribution in the transverse phase space, while black ellipse represents the
acceptance of the magnetic energy selection system downstream.

we have simplified the ISESS, by excluding the need of the extra set of three quadrupoles behind the dipole

for energy selection, and could show that a similar energy selection resolution can be achieved with the well-

collimated beams from the two-step capturing system.

The dispersion function, in eq. 2, introduced by the bending magnet in the beam, can be described as

D(s) = ∆x/δ, where ∆x is the distance of the mean position of the particles with ∆ p momentum difference

from the ideal path. This energy dependent spatial spread provides the necessary condition for energy selection

and the objective is to select δ (or ∆E/Eo), as a function of the radius Rapt2 of the principal energy selective

aperture (Apt2) behind the bending-spectrometer, see figure 6. The energy resolution could be described as

δ−1 = D(s = zapt2)/2Rapt2, where Rapt2 =
√
εβ is required to match the σ =

√
εβ of the beamlet with specific

δ spread and emittance ε. The zapt2 is the position of the Apt2, which is chosen where D(s) is relatively large

and σ is preferably equal in both x- and y- directions for efficient and symmetric energy filtering, see figure 5.

The Rapt2 could be varied for each shot which in turn determines the energy width filtered from the initial

spectrum. Also, it is important to define the transport efficiency, η(Eo), as the system is optimized to deliver

only a certain energy window of interest around a selected Eo per shot out of the initial spectrum. We define

it as percentage ratio of transported number of protons in 1 MeV energy band around Eo and initial number of

protons in the same band. This is a simpler definition independent of the initial and filtered N(E) distribution

shapes.

2.4.3 Beam transport

For a homogenous beam profile at the isocentre, it is crucial to cancel the dispersion functions, D(s) and

D′(s), introduced by the ISESS 90◦ bending magnet. This requires beam control via magnetic quadrupoles.

A set of quadrupole triplet (QT1) is introduced to control the spatially resolved beam. A second 90◦ bending

magnet is necessary to bend the beam towards the patient-site, and thus form a rotatable isocentric gantry

formation. The drift spaces and the individual strengths of QT1 quadrupoles were calculated by solving eq. 3

for D(s) = 0 and D′(s) = 0 (called as double-achromatic condition). The beamline parameters are also

optimized to keep the beam small in transverse dimensions before the beam shaping and dose delivery system

behind the second bending magnet, see figure 5 and 6. At this point, the beam is required to be spatially shaped

according to the tumour dimensions to deliver the specific dose distribution pre-calculated by the 3D-TPS.

2.4.4 Beam delivery via ELPIS system

In clinical application, two basic techniques for beam delivery are being used in conventional systems, namely

passive scattering and active beam scanning (please see figure 2 for description). These two schemes have been

developed for continuous mono-energetic pencil-like beams from conventional accelerators. Both schemes have
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specific advantages over the other, however, the equipment used in conventional nozzles does not allow to

combine the two modalities for the modulation of the beam size and position simultaneously.

In principle, it is possible to use both conventional schemes for LAP beams, if mono-energetic spectrum is

filtered out from the initial energy spectrum. A scattering system for LAP beams, with conventional components,

will hugely reduce the efficiency in dose delivery given the low repetition rate (up to 10 Hz) and proton loss in

physical materials. And if a conventional scanning system is to be considered for LAP beams, than the low

repetition rate puts a critical constraint on treatment delivery time, as the time structure of magnetic fields

and LAP bunch lengths does not allow to scan during one bunch.

A different dose delivery strategy is needed to efficiently use these specific properties, e.g. a specific broad-

energy band filtered from the large initial energy spread can simultaneously deliver doses to several spots/slices

in-depth of tumour volume (i.e. in axial direction) and the high number of protons (~1010−12 protons per

bunch) can be spread over larger area (i.e. in lateral direction) by changing the spot size of the beam. Schell

and Wilkens [49] presented three advanced dose schemes, in addition to conventional scattering and scanning

options, namely axial clustering, lateral clustering and partial volume irradiation (which is the combination of

the first two), and these schemes can reduce the number of scanning spots to be irradiated about half (please

note the number of spots is not equal to the number of laser shots required to deliver the prescribed dose).

However, there is a need to design an equipment to be able to shape and scan such broad-energetic large

acceptance beams.

We present a new field formation and beam delivery system, so-called ELPIS, which is able to deliver

above mentioned advanced dose schemes for simultaneous irradiation of multiple spots in both axial and lateral

directions. ELPIS includes a quadrupole triplet (QT2) and horizontally arranged solenoid pair for the beam

shaping and scanning technique. The beam optical imaging parameters of QT2 can be adjusted per LAP bunch

so that the beam transverse size forms an uniform spot at the isocentre of selectable sizes. By selecting the peak

energy Eo and energy width ∆E/Eo via ISESS and in transverse size via ELPIS, for each laser-shot, different

unequal sub-volumes of the tumour can be irradiated, resulting conformal irradiation of the full extent of a

tumour volume. Furthermore, beam shaping is performed without traversing through any physical material,

which preserve proton fluence and reduce neutron generation.

Two separate approaches for beam scanning in lateral directions, i.e. x- and y-, are included in ELPIS. For

scanning in x- direction, we utilize the fact that the offset in the quadrupole position with respect to the beam

centre delivers a dipole-kick, which can be described as ∆x′t =
kq∆xc

1+δ (where kq = gq/(Bρ) is the normalized

quadrupole strength and ∆xc is the offset in quadrupole position) [50], which are used to scan the beam. The

quadrupole set QT2 is assumed to have mechanically controlled shifts ±∆xc. For beam scanning in y- direction,

we utilize the bending term (ϑ × B) of the Lorentz-force by a dipole field generated in-between two pulsed

solenoids. These two solenoids are arranged so that their apertures face each other, separated by a small gap

and with the same direction of current. The beam traverses through the gap perpendicular to the axis of both

Figure 9: Energy spectra at the isocentre filtered through ISESS and transported via the gantry. The black and green spectra
represent two exemplary LAP bunches with energy peaks at 150 MeV and 220 MeV respectively, as described by eq. 1 in section 2.1.
The magenta and blue set of curves, under the respective black and green initial proton distributions, shows the filtered spectra
transported for varied Rapt2 values selecting energy widths between 3 % (inner line) and 19 % (outer line).
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Figure 10: Figure (a) shows the proton trajectories of a LAP bunch with ∆E/Eo 19 % at Eo = 220 MeV and represents the
schematics of beam broadening via quadrupole set QT2 of the new dose delivery system, ELPIS. By changing the QT2 settings the
beam spot-size and shape can be altered, figure (b) shows, as example, four beam spots at the isocentre for different QT2 settings.

solenoids and experiences a net bending force in y-direction. The bending angle is controlled via the current

provided to the solenoids. At the end, before the exit-window of the gantry, a 6 cm thick collimator with variable

aperture size, was used to prevent stray particles on the edges to pass through. This collimator is not used to

shape the primary beam as in conventional passive scattering methods (see figure 10).

2.5 3D treatment planning system

Depending upon the beam delivery system in the gantry in conventional PT, there are two basic treatment

delivery options available, namely passive scattering and active scanning approaches (see figure 2). Due to the

better dose conformity and sparing of organs at risk the scanning option has advantages over the conventional

scattering scheme. In this approach, a 3D TPS calculates dose distributions via a three-dimensional grid of

beam spot positions, where each spot is irradiated with a different intensity and beam energy to cover the

entire tumour volume for best possible dose conformity. A clinically relevant treatment plan requires a certain

energy range to scan the entire extent in-depth of the tumour, which is delivered in pre-defined energy steps

corresponding to a certain depth in the patient (see figure 7). Since the beam is scanned over the tumour

volume in both lateral directions, there is no possibility to irradiate different adjacent spots simultaneously.

However, with laser-driven protons having an intrinsic energy spread and by using the presented gantry and

ELPIS dose delivery system, beams can be provided where various adjacent spots (laterally and/or in depth)

can be irradiated with one laser shot.

For efficient use of such beams for tumour irradiation, a 3D-TPS called LAP-CERR capable to calculate dose

distributions with pulsed broad-energetic proton beams has been developed [49] and its feasibility as a planning

tool for laser-driven sources has been shown by Hofmann et al. [31]. The distinctive feature of LAP-CERR is

that it can optimize dose distributions for the best tumour coverage and dose conformity on 3D patient data by

combining several scanning spots axially and/or laterally to be irradiated simultaneously within one laser shot.

These schemes are called axial clustering, lateral clustering and partial volume irradiation [49]. In this feasibility

study we utilized axial clustering (see figure 7) with a fixed beam spot size and LAP-CERR optimized the best

suitable energy widths and intensities per laser-shot required from the ISESS system (a detailed explanation of

dose calculation and optimization of LAP-CERR can be found in [31]).

In order to test ELPIS and the presented gantry design, we have adapted LAP-CERR for the specific

input source parameters (section 2.1) and the output results of the tracking simulations through the gantry,

presented in section 3.1. As an example of our feasibility study a head and neck patient is shown, who was

previously treated with high-energy x-rays at the Department of Radiation Oncology at Technical University of

Munich, Germany. The LAP-CERR plans were analyzed on clinically relevant parameters like tumour coverage,

TC =
VT,p

VT
and the conformation number, CN =

VT,p.VT,p

VT .Vp
, (for details see reference [51]) where: VT is the target

volume, Vp is the whole volume receiving at least the prescribed dose and VT,p is the target volume receiving

at least the prescribed dose. With the help of these parameters as well as by the dose volume histograms it

was ensured that the generated plans were similar to clinically accepted plans. Another important value in the
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Figure 11: Dispersion plot (left) and the corresponding beam spot (right) for the scanned LAP beam with Eo = 220 MeV and
∆E/Eo = 19 % at the default gantry settings (top) and the beam spot after applied dispersion correction (bottom), as explained
in section 2.4.4

evaluation is the number of laser-shots required to achieve the calculated treatment doses because this value

determines the overall treatment time.

3 Results

3.1 Gantry design

For the design parameters of the gantry, we have solved eq. 3 for the conditions discussed in detail in

section 2.4 with upper limits on the magnetic fields mentioned in section 2.2. Several solutions were obtained

and tested with tracking simulations, however, as the optimized solution (see figure 6) we take drift lengths

of 40 cm between quadrupole triplet QT1 and each of the two dipoles, with quadrupole lengths of 12 cm and

normalized individual quadrupole strengths of kq < 6. In the default settings, the QT2 parameters are set to

deliver a parallel beam at the isocentre.

The gantry is designed for protons with maximum energy of 250 MeV, which corresponds to a magnetic

rigidity of 2.43 Tm. The higher magnetic fields achievable by the pulsed magnets, in comparison to conventional

magnets, result in smaller bending radii, i.e. a bending radius of 30 cm for the Bmax < 9 T pulsed dipole sector

magnets. Overall, we were able to reduce the size of our gantry to 2.4 m in radius and ~3.5 m in length which

is about 2 times smaller in height and about 3 times shorter in length than most of the conventional isocentric

gantries deployed in PT facilities.

To demonstrate the functionality of gantry design, the beam tracking simulation were performed with GPT.

The capturing system provided a course energy filtering which prevented low energy tail of the spectrum to

pass through, see figure 8 (a). For optimized capturing, a maximum magnetic field in the solenoids of 40 T was

needed, which required currents up to 45 kA. An aperture (Apt1) with 1.8 mm fixed radius and 5 cm thickness

at the focal-spot could efficiently cut the higher energy section of the spectrum, around the desired Eo, for

further transport with above 99 % transport efficiency. The second solenoid recaptured and collimated the LAP

bunch, as a typical example figure 8 shows the beam profile for Eo = 220 MeV before the ISESS bend.

The magnetic fields in the beamline sections following the beam capturing and collimation section (cf.

figure 6) were calculated and tuned for the specific Eo in the full therapeutic range. The radius Rapt2 of the

energy selective aperture Apt2 was varied for filtering specific ∆E/Eo energy windows. The filtered ∆E/Eo

windows could be selected ranging from 3-19 % in 1 % steps, see figure 9. The filtered bunch was then transported

through the gantry and the spectra were measured at the isocentre. The transport efficiency η(Eo) is different

for each selected window, with decreasing efficiency for reducing the energy width. For the energy widths in the
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Figure 12: Simulation results for the different beam sizes at the isocentre for different lateral beam positions. The beam parameters
of Eo = 220 MeV and ∆E/Eo = 19 % were selected and transported via the gantry with the integrated ELPIS system. Figure
(a) shows scanning of the large spot-size beams while figure (b) shows scanning of beams with varied smaller spot-sizes. The
combination of different spot-sizes with different energy widths for different sub-volumes of a tumour would provide most efficient
dose delivery without compromising tumour conformity.

range of 19-14 % the η(Eo) is as high as 97 %, for the range 13-10 % the η(Eo) decreases from 95 % to 70 %, and

for the the range 9-3 % the η(Eo) drops down to 20 %, which was expected as ISESS is not designed for high

energy resolution but to select larger ∆E/Eo windows. The filtered energy spectra could be approximated by

a higher order parabolic function: N(E)filtered = a(E −Eo)6 + k, where a was determined for each curve from

the tracking simulations and k is related to η(Eo). These curves were then used to create a library for the 3D

TPS, LAP-CERR, to choose from.

3.2 Beam delivery via ELPIS system

To efficiently deliver a tumour conform dose distribution, the beam spot size and shape can be varied via

QT2 settings. Figure 10 shows different spot-sizes in elliptical shapes achievable at the isocentre. The beam

spot-size could be chosen from diameter 20 cm to 1 cm, see figure 12. In contrast to conventional systems, the

fluence, however, cannot be kept constant because of squeezing the beam into different sizes and this needs to

be taken into account by the TPS.

In the scanning magnets of ELPIS, about 5 times larger bending angles than conventional systems, could be

achieved. Thus, short-throw scanning could be delivered without the need to increase the height of the gantry.

Nevertheless, due to the introduction of the dipole term by the scanning system, downstream to the QT2,

the dispersion functions, D(s) and D′(s), became non-zero, which resulted in energy dispersion in the beam spot

at the isocentre, see figure 11. A shot-to-shot dispersion correction technique was introduced to compensate

the dispersion for each beam position in the scanning field. This was done by the adjustment in the QT1

parameters upstream so that the conditions D(s) = 0 and D′(s) = 0 are satisfied after including the effect of

the scanning, see figure 11. As all magnets are assumed to be pulse powered at 10 Hz to match pulsed LAP

beam, there is enough time to implement the shot-to-shot dispersion magnetic correction in between two LAP

bunches and this would not complicate the pulsing system. However, the correction could only be applied in x-

direction and the dispersion effect in y- direction needs to be accounted for either by the TPS or by restricting

the scanning field to maximum size of 20×10 cm2. The beam/dose delivery by the new ELPIS system can

deliver large (selectable) spot-size beams with broad-energy windows and can scan in both lateral (x- and y-)

directions, required by the advanced dose delivery schemes of lateral and axial clustering.

3.3 Treatment Plans

In order to show the clinical feasibility of the new gantry and the dose delivery system ELPIS, a treatment

planning study was conducted, similar to the study by Hofmann et al. [31]. We utilized the axial clustering

technique to compute a laser-driven proton plan for a head and neck cancer patient. A large tumour volume of
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nearly 600 cm3 was chosen. The 3D TPS LAP-CERR has been adapted for the output beam parameters of this

improved gantry design. In particular, LAP-CERR was constrained to utilize nominal energies ranging from

50 to 250 MeV in 1 MeV steps and to select energy windows ∆E/Eo in the range of 3 − 19 % in 1 % steps (cf.

section 3.2). Moreover, the transport efficiencies per selected energy window were implemented according to the

simulation results. Beams with 2.0 cm FWHM spot-size were employed to deliver the dose via the active beam

scanning option of the ELPIS system. Such a large spot size is not utilized in conventional proton therapy,

however, it lead to a large reduction of the overall laser shot number while still leading to clinically relevant

dose distributions.

The studied patient (see figure reffig:ptDose) was irradiated from two beam directions, namely 50 and 300

degrees, which represents a realistic clinical proton therapy scenario where usually 1-3 beams are utilized. The

LAP bunches are intense sources, and with the improved transport efficiency of the gantry the delivered beams

of 2 cm size still could reach much higher local doses than the prescribed dose for the tumour. Therefore, the

fluence needed to be reduced in the TPS by a factor of 400 from the assumed initial proton number per bunch

described in the section 2.1.

We found an optimal plan which would require 12326 laser-shots to treat this patient with a dose per

fraction of 2 Gy. Assuming an optimistic repetition rate of the laser system of 10 Hz this would translate into

a treatment time of about 20 mins. The dose distributions obtained in our study for laser-driven protons show

promising results, like the optimal plan displayed in figure 13, with high dose conformation and good sparing of

surrounding organs at risk. The corresponding tumour coverage and conformity indexes of TC=98%, CN=87%

are comparable to conventional clinically accepted treatment plans. In figure 14, the cumulative dose volume

histogram (DVH) is shown for the planning target volume (PTV) as well as exemplary organs at risk and a

ring structure around the tumour with a thickness of 1 cm. The DVH of the PTV shows a steep fall-off with

D2% = 2.09 Gy and D98% = 1.90 Gy with good sparing of organs at risks (where D2% and D98% is the minimum

dose received by at least 2% and 98% of the tumour volume, respectively).

4 Discussion and Outlook

The high-power laser-driven proton acceleration has captured the attention of both laser and medical physics

communities for the size and cost reduction of PT facilities. Although, the milestone of accelerating protons

to therapeutic proton energies, up to 250 MeV, is still to be reached, the recent results from ongoing research

exhibit the prospects of laser-driven PT. On a side note, the use of heavier ions for radiation therapy, like

He ion [52, 53], is gaining interests in the medical community because of their dosimetric and radio-biological

benefits over proton beams. These beams can also be catered with the next generation laser development within

the presented system. Nevertheless, to bring this technology to the clinics, it is necessary to develop the concepts

and equipment to utilize laser-driven proton beams which are characterized by specific beam properties, like very

short, ultra intense bunches with large energy spread, large divergence and low repetition rate. For example,

these beams require full characterization for radio-biological effects [54, 55] for ultra-high dose rate regimes as

they can reach up to 9 orders of magnitude higher dose-rates than conventional beams, and also specialized

Figure 13: Dose distribution for the laser-driven proton plan generated with the pulsed LAP beams as per output parameters for
the new gantry. A representative sagittal and axial view of the head and neck cancer patient shows the dose map per fraction to
the planning target volume (PTV, red line) structure.
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Figure 14: Cumulative dose-volume histogram (DVH) of the laser-driven proton plan. The prescribed dose per fraction to the
planning target volume (PTV) is 2 Gy. The histogram for the 1 cm ring structure around the PTV is also shown which was used
for dose optimization, as well as histograms for surrounding organs at risk. The myelon and the brainstem being the most critical
organs, show only a maximum dose as low as 0.48 Gy and 0.6 Gy per fraction, respectively.

beam monitoring and dosimetry equipment for intense pulsed broad-energetic beams [56–61], along with the

beam control and transport system.

In this paper, we have investigated how to control and deliver laser-driven proton beams and presented

a new compact and light-weight isocentric gantry concept as a solution to bring laser-driven protons to the

patient and to deliver a tumour conformal dose distribution. Due to the specific LAP beam properties, the

presented gantry is integrated with multiple functionalities, i.e. integrated with capturing and energy selection

systems with achromatic beam transport and a complete new and efficient dose delivery system, ELPIS. This

presents a considerable improvement over the previous design, cf. [30], in terms of beam control, efficiency and

mainly the dose delivery system as discussed in section 1.3. The presented gantry is also based on air-core pulse

powered magnets, in contrast to conventionally utilized iron-core magnets in most proton therapy gantries. It is

worthwhile to mention that abandoning the iron-core not only elevates the field strength but also makes pulsed

magnets much lighter in weight, e.g. a 45◦ pulsed bending magnet with ~8 T field strength is about 60 times

lighter than a 45◦ 2 T iron-core magnet. This in turn would lower the mechanical constraints on the support

structures and the architecture of the therapy buildings.

Although the presented gantry design requires only three types of magnets namely solenoids, dipoles and

quadrupoles, but pulsed magnets are challenging to design and construct. This is mainly because the magnetic

field region of interest needs to be shaped via current carrying thick copper wires around an air-core, in contrast

to the conventional magnets where the iron-core carries the magnetic-flux and the shape of the iron-core de-

termines the magnetic field distribution. To realize the presented gantry concept, research and development of

pulsed magnets is necessary and is in progress, as currently they are not readily available. The pulsed solenoid

has been developed and its functionality for low energy laser-driven proton beams has been established in several

experiments [41–43]. A first prototype of pulsed dipole bending magnet, i.e. 45◦ pulsed sector magnet, has been

designed and manufactured [44, 45], which is currently being characterized. Furthermore, the first prototype

pulsed quadrupole has been designed which is currently being manufactured [46]. The magnetic design and field

values used in this gantry design are based on these experiences and are pragmatic.

The simulation results advocate that the presented gantry design has improved capture and transport

efficiency, which is about 2-4 orders of magnitude higher than the low-acceptance beamline designs, c.f. [28,62]

and the maximum transport efficiency has been increased from 22% to 97% compared with the previous pulsed

gantry [30]. The two step capture and collimation system provided a better beam control and a simpler design

for the energy selection system. Furthermore, the beam can be controlled for smaller transverse dimensions

for the new dose delivery, ELPIS system. The ELPIS system is designed to combine not only conventional

dose delivery options in one equipment, but also could provide LAP bunches with a wide range of optimizable

parameters, i.e. shape, size, axial length and lateral position, which can all be done simultaneously. Thus, there

is no need to physically switch between scanning and scattering options. Furthermore, advanced dose delivery

schemes, like axial and lateral clustering and partial volume irradiation can easily be implemented. It utilizes

magnetic fields to shape the beam, in contrast to passive methods, thus conserves the number of protons for

efficient dose delivery.
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In our TPS study, we have found that with the assumed initial proton spectrum and with the improved

transport efficiency the output LAP bunches have up to 2 orders of magnitude higher proton number per shot

then necessary for a dose of 2 Gy per fraction even when applying beams with 2 cm spot size. This would give

flexibility to the laser community for optimizing laser proton acceleration, i.e. reducing the number of protons

per bunch while improving the stability of the beam in the future, and also provides a cushion for the small

losses in transport efficiencies while including additional equipment like beam monitors in the gantry.

The feasibility of laser-driven PT would depend on the efficient use of the properties of LAP beams, i.e.

large energy spread with variable beam sizes. Here it is worthwhile to mention that the main benefit would be

the size and cost reduction of the PT facilities, if LAP beams could match the high standards in 3D tumour

conformal dose delivery of the conventional PT. The TPS study demonstrated that the application of the axial

clustering scheme could deliver clinically acceptable treatment plans, however, this would take about 1.5-2 times

longer to deliver than conventional proton plans. Hofmann et al. [31] showed that if an intensity modulation

scheme could be included, the 3D TPS LAP-CERR can optimize proton fluence delivery and a shot reduction

of the order of few tens of percent can be achieved. This intensity modulation could be enabled easily in

the presented gantry design via the introduction of physical scatterers between the capturing and collimating

solenoids. Furthermore, the inclusion of other mentioned dose schemes, like partial volume irradiation ( [49]),

which can further optimize the efficiency in dose delivery by simultaneous axial and lateral clustering of spots

and may further reduce the treatment time, which is an ongoing project. This would give more flexibility in 3D

TPS as the dose delivery system, ELPIS, is fully capable to shape and deliver variable size beams with variable

energy widths.

5 Conclusion

With the present development of petawatt class high-power laser systems, laser-driven proton acceleration

on micrometer scale could be usable as compact proton sources with therapeutic energies up to 250 MeV.

We have presented a pulse powered isocentric gantry design to control, transport and shape these laser-driven

intense pulsed proton beams, along with demonstrating its clinical functionality. Our compact gantry design

shows that there is a huge potential to reduce the size of PT facilities while maintaining the high treatment

standards of existing facilities in tumour conformed dose delivery. The presented gantry functionality with the

integrated new ELPIS system allows to deliver LAP beams by applying advanced treatment options, therefore,

it is worthwhile to further develop 3D TPS, in particular for lateral clustering and partial volume irradiation

schemes. Also, for gantry realization research and development of pulsed magnets and pulse power-supply is

ongoing. It will take time to establish laser-driven PT as a clinical application, however, the development and

progress is promising.
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